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Abstract

Salinity tolerance in rice is highly desirable to sustain production in areas rendered saline due to vari-

ous reasons. It is a complex quantitative trait having different components, which can be dissected

effectively by genome-wide association study (GWAS). Here, we implemented GWAS to identify loci

controlling salinity tolerance in rice. A custom-designed array based on 6,000 single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNPs) in as many stress-responsive genes, distributed at an average physical interval

of <100 kb on 12 rice chromosomes, was used to genotype 220 rice accessions using Infinium high-

throughput assay. Genetic association was analysed with 12 different traits recorded on these

accessions under field conditions at reproductive stage. We identified 20 SNPs (loci) significantly as-

sociated with Na+/K+ ratio, and 44 SNPs with other traits observed under stress condition. The loci

identified for various salinity indices through GWAS explained 5–18% of the phenotypic variance.

The region harbouring Saltol, a major quantitative trait loci (QTLs) on chromosome 1 in rice, which

is known to control salinity tolerance at seedling stage, was detected as a major association with Na+/

K+ ratiomeasured at reproductive stage in our study. In addition to Saltol, we also foundGWAS peaks

representing new QTLs on chromosomes 4, 6 and 7. The current association mapping panel con-

tained mostly indica accessions that can serve as source of novel salt tolerance genes and alleles.

The gene-based SNP array used in this study was found cost-effective and efficient in unveiling gen-

omic regions/candidate genes regulating salinity stress tolerance in rice.
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1. Introduction

Rice, commonly known to be salt sensitive,1 is greatly affected by soil
salinity.2 Salinity affects rice growth in varying degree at all stages
starting from germination through maturation.3–6 Excess salts ad-
versely affect all major metabolic activities in rice, and cause overall

decline in germination and seedling growth,4–7 leading ultimately to
reduced growth and diminished grain yield. The reduction in major
yield components including tiller numbers in plant and spikelet num-
bers per panicle has been reported to be the major cause of yield loss
(27–50%) in rice cultivars during early reproductive panicle initiation
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stage under salinity stress.5,8,9 Millions of hectares in the humid re-
gions of South and Southeast Asia are technically suited for rice pro-
duction but are left uncultivated or are grown with very low yields
because of salinity and problem soils. Salt-affected soils in arid and
semi-arid regions of Asia, Africa and South America cause considerable
agronomic problems. In Asia, 12 million ha of land area is thought to
be salinity affected with India having >50% salinity affected area. Con-
siderable variation for different yield contributing agronomic traits has
been observed in diverse rice genotypes under salinity stress.10,11 There-
fore, to maximize productivity of rice under saline soils, there is an ur-
gent need to look for discovery of genes imparting salt tolerance and
their introduction in salt-sensitive rice cultivars.12

The dissection of salt tolerance traits has been carried out by quan-
titative trait loci (QTLs) mapping approach using bi-parental popula-
tions. These studies have led to identification of both major and minor
QTLs for various traits on different rice chromosomes.13–22 For ex-
ample, Koyama et al.13 identified 11 QTLs for Na+ and K+ content
related to salinity stress tolerance. Bonilla et al.14 mapped Saltol
locus linked to major QTLs for Na+ and K+ uptake and Na+/K+

ratio on chromosome 1 explaining 64.3% phenotypic variance. Lin
et al.15 mapped QTLs for root and shoot Na+/K+ concentration and
transport on five rice chromosomes. Ammar et al.16 reported 25
QTLs for salt ion concentrations (Na+, K+ and Cl− measured in the
leaf tissues at the reproductive stage) on rice chromosomes 1, 2, 3
and 8. Pandit et al.17 reported eight QTLs for salt ion concentrations
on rice chromosomes 1, 8 and 12, and Cheng et al.23 reported 12
QTLs for salt ion concentrations on rice chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 7
and 11, respectively. Most of these QTL mapping studies have used
diverse indica and japonica intercross bi-parental mapping population
to correlate with different measures of salinity stress tolerance and
mapped hundreds of QTLs on 12 rice chromosomes. Many of these
QTLs are specific to populations used for QTL mapping, since in bi-
parental mapping populations, discovery of QTLs is limited by the
germplasm used and therefore, use of a divergent set of germplasm re-
source is a prerequisite for identification of most of the agriculturally
relevant loci. Association mapping that is based on genotyping of di-
verse germplasm set is an attractive approach for identification and
mapping of such QTLs in plants.24–29 New statistical methods have
been developed to analyse structured core/mini-core germplasm collec-
tions,30–32 and these methods have been efficiently applied to plants for
candidate gene-based and genome-wide association mapping stud-
ies.33–35 Genome-wide association study (GWAS) has great potential
for identifying valuable natural variations in trait-associated loci, as
well as allelic variations in candidate genes underlying quantitative
and complex traits, including those related to growth, development,
stress tolerance and nutritional quality. Some previous studies in rice
have been conducted to dissect genetic architecture of complex traits
through GWAS.36,37 An extra advantage of the GWAS design for rice
is the homozygous nature of most rice varieties, whichmakes it possible
to employ a ‘genotype or sequence once and phenotype many times
over’ strategy, whereby once the lines are genomically characterized,
the genetic data can be reused many times over across different pheno-
types and environments.37 GWAS thus has tremendous significance for
identification of genes particularly for complex quantitative traits in
rice. However, limited studies have been carried out in rice to identify
genes/QTLs for abiotic stress tolerance using GWAS. This includes iden-
tification and mapping of genes/QTLs for aluminium stress tolerance28

using a genotyping array of 44,000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs)37 scanned in 383 diverse rice association panel. More recently,
employing candidate gene-based association mapping approach, 11
SNPs mined in five known cloned salt-tolerance genes through

EcoTILLING have been shown to be associated with salinity tolerance
(Na+/K+ ratio equilibrium) in rice.38However, there is no such report till
now on identification of genes particularly for reproductive stage salin-
ity tolerance using GWAS in rice.

In the current assignment, we performed GWAS for identification
of potential genes associated with salinity stress tolerance in rice by
correlating the genotyping information obtained by using an SNP
chip based on 6,000 stress-responsive genes with the phenotypic ex-
pression of 220 diverse rice (Oryza sativa) accessions for 14 morpho-
logical, biochemical (Na+ and K+ content) and agronomic traits.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Phenotypic evaluation of germplasm

The experiment comprised of 220 rice accessions, which were ob-
tained from various national and international institutes to assess
the performance in normal and high saline stress conditions (Supple-
mentary Table S1). These genotypes were evaluated in randomized
complete block design with two replications under two environ-
ments, viz., normal (ECiw ∼1.0 dS/m) and high salinity stress (ECiw

∼10 dS/m) in micro plots at the Central Soil Salinity Research Institute,
Karnal, Haryana, India. This experimental site is situated at 29.43°N
latitude and 76.58°N longitude and 245 m above the sea level. The
35-day-old seedlings from wet bed nurseries were transplanted using
two seedlings per hill at a spacing of 15 × 20 cm. Basal fertilizers for
the main crop were 120-60-60 kg of NPK/ha. The recommended agro-
nomic practices were followed to get healthy and good crop. Twenty-
one days after transplanting, salinity stress was imposed using 7 NaCl :
1 Na2SO4 : 2 CaCl2 on equivalent basis. Salinity was recorded once in a
week and maintained at desired level (ECiw ∼10 dS/m) throughout the
cropping season. Randomly five plantswere tagged for each genotype in
each replication, and phenotypic data were recorded for all traits. The
response of the genotypes to salt stress was expressed using the stress
susceptibility index (SSI) calculated according to Fischer and Maurer39

using the following formula: SSI = (1−Ys/Yp)/D, where Ys =mean
performance of a genotype under stress; Yp =mean performance of the
same genotype without stress; D (stress intensity) = 1− (mean Ys of all
genotypes/mean Yp of all genotypes).

2.2. Designing of SNP chip for high-throughput

genotyping

The genotyping array used in our study was designed by selecting
SNPs from differentially expressed transcripts in indica rice genotypes.
For this, two rice genotypes, i.e. Nagina22 and CSR30 were grown,
respectively, under drought and salt stress, and the whole transcrip-
tome was sequenced (unpublished results). A set of 6,500 transcripts,
differentially expressed in both genotypes and 8,884 non-transposable
elements-related annotated rice genes (MSU, version 6.1) distributed
over 12 rice chromosomes, were selected, and these gene sequences
from whole-genome sequencing data of six contrasting rice genotypes
(unpublished) generated using Next Generation ABI-SOLiD platform
were co-aligned. One SNP from each of the selected gene was identi-
fied from these co-aligned sequences and from previously reported
genome-wide Perlegen re-sequencing information among 20 rice var-
ieties.40 The identified 15,384 genic SNPs were further mapped phys-
ically (bp) on 12 rice chromosomes (Pseudomolecule 6.1). Finally,
6,000 SNPs were selected for array designing, which were distributed
at physical interval of <100 kb on 12 rice chromosomes. The physical
distance (kb) between SNP loci varied from 16 kb in chromosome 3 to
98 kb in chromosome 11 with an average of 51 kb (Fig. 1). The 6,000
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SNP chip array included 2,456 SNPs from the previously reported
genome-wide Perlegen re-sequencing data, and remaining 3,544
SNPs were identified from our transcriptome sequencing data. Func-
tional annotation of 6,000 SNPs carrying stress-related rice

genes (Fig. 2) revealed maximum correspondence to abiotic stress-
responsive genes (73.5%) followed by biotic stress-related genes
(16.3%), unknown expressed genes (6%) and minimum correspond-
ence to hypothetical proteins (4%). The SNPs from abiotic

Figure 1. Distribution of 6,000 SNPs in known abiotic and biotic stress-responsive and unknown expressed rice genes on 12 rice chromosomes. Physical distance

(kb) between adjacent SNP loci varied from 16 kb in chromosome 3 to 98 kb in chromosome 11 with an average of 51 kb.

Figure 2. Functional annotation of 6,000 SNPs in known abiotic and biotic stress-responsive and unknown expressed rice genes distributed over 12 rice

chromosomes.
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stress-related genes were associated mostly with metabolism and pro-
tection (26%) followed by zinc finger,Myb, Zip, heat shock, ethylene
response element-activator protein-2 (AP-2) and dehydration-
responsive element-binding transcription factors (15%). Of these
6,000 SNPs, 5,246 had satisfactory custom design score amenable
for multiplexing and development of high-throughput assay in Illumi-
na Infinium platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), and this
5,246 SNP array was used for genotyping of 220 rice accessions.

2.3. Genomic DNA isolation and array hybridization

Genomic DNA was extracted from pooled young green leaf tissue
from five plants of each accession following cetyl trimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) method described by Doyle and Doyle.41 DNAwas
quantified using NanoDrop 8000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific, USA). Concentrations were adjusted to a minimum of
50 ng/µl, and 4 µl aliquots were used for the Illumina Infinium® geno-
typing assay. Approximately 200 ng of unlabelled rice genomic DNA
was used for hybridization. The customized array, employing exclu-
sively Illumina Infinium® II design probes and dual color channel as-
says (Infinium HD Assay Ultra, Illumina), was used for genotyping,
following the manufacturer’s recommendations.

2.4. SNP genotype calling

SNP genotyping data were analysed using Genome Studio V2010.1
(Illumina Inc.). SNP genotypes were called using genotyping module
integrated in the software where individual SNP is viewed as Geno-
Plots. Data quality was rapidly confirmed with internal controls and
other QC functions such as GenTrain andGenCall scores.42 After call-
ing the data automatically, the SNPs were re-scored and checked for
their presence in a canonical cluster to get a GenTrain score >0.7.
We removed the samples from analysis that had call rates <0.89 and
the SNPs with norm R values <0.2. Initially, using these criteria,
220 accessions and 4,929 SNPs with valid and robust genotyping
data were selected for association analysis.

2.5. Population structure

To estimate the number of subgroups in the panel, both principal com-
ponents analysis (PCA) and STRUCTURE 2.3.4 program were
used.33–35 Only those SNPs, having both missing data <20% and
minor allele frequency (MAF)≥ 5%, were included for STRUCTURE
program. For PCA analysis, genomic association and prediction inte-
grated tool (GAPIT)43 was used. The final number of principal com-
ponents (PCs) that adequately explain population structure was
determined through scree plot generated by GAPIT. The Efficient
Mixed-Model Association (EMMA)44 was used to correct for con-
founding effects due to subpopulation structure and relatedness be-
tween individuals. Genetic divergence among subpopulations was
detected through net nucleotide distance estimated by STRUCTURE.

2.6. Estimation of LD decay in rice

Genome-wide linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis was performed
among the 220 accessions (association panel) and subpopulations (de-
termined by population structure) by pairwise comparisons among the
4,191 SNP markers (withMAF > 0.02) using r2, the correlation in fre-
quency among pairs of alleles across a pair of SNP loci. For all pairs of
SNPs, r2 was calculated using the --r2 --ld-window-kb 2,000
--ld-window 99999 --ld-window-r2 0 command in PLINK.45 The
command was used to calculate LD association among SNP pairs to
a distance of 2,000 kb. After excluding SNPs with MAF < 0.02, we

obtained 4,191 (∼85%) SNPs across the O. sativa panel. For these
high-quality SNPs, missing genotypes were imputed using fas-
tPHASE.46 Within each subpopulation, we calculated r2 for all pairs
of SNPs. For LD decay analysis, 2,000 kb LD region covered between
SNP pairs was classified into bins of 20 kb, and r2 values were plotted
against distance in kb. To graphically view the LD (r2) between SNP
pairs in the entire panel, LD was calculated between 50 subsequent
SNPs using sliding window option of Analysis by Association, Evolu-
tion, and Linkage (TASSEL 3.0) software.47 The Solid Spine of LD al-
gorithm48 was also used to graphically find out the regions with
minimum D′ value of 0.8, as suggested by Duggal et al.49

2.7. Genome-wide association analysis

For association analysis of our data set (4,929 SNP genotyping and
phenotyping information of 220 accessions), GAPIT was used that in-
volves EMMA (executed by R package) and CMLM (compressed
mixed linear model)/P3D (population parameters previously defined)
interfaces to conduct GWAS, and predicts genomic regions associated
with traits. For CMLM, the relatedness matrix, measured as the gen-
etic similarity between individuals and IBS (identical by state) values,
was used to estimate random effects. The kinship matrix (K) estimated
from SNP genotyping data was used jointly with population structure
(Q value) to improve statistical power of association. For fixed effects,
PCs through PCA analysis andQ-matrix through STRUCTURE were
used as covariates for association analysis. Scree plot of PCA analysis
suggested first three components as most informative, which were used
as covariate matrix in K + P (kinship + PCA) model. For K +Q
(kinship +Q-matrix) model, a file generated through run K = 3 in
STRUCTURE program was used as covariate matrix. The critical
P-values for assessing the significance of SNPs were calculated based
on a false discovery rate (FDR) separately for each trait,50 which was
found to be highly stringent. An FDR cut-off of 0.05 was used for
determining significance.

3. Results

3.1. Success of genotyping array

The array designed with 5,246 SNPs in our study was successfully
used to genotype all the 220 rice accessions. The data generated
through Illumina Infinium platform were loaded in Genome Studio
software where, after cluster refinement with optimum GenTrain
(>0.7) and GenCall score (>0.3), 4,929 polymorphic SNPs (∼94%)
were identified. After excluding the SNPs with MAF < 0.02, finally,
4,191 (∼80%) high-quality SNPs genotyped across 220 rice acces-
sions were utilized for GWA mapping.

3.2. Genetic structure of rice accessions

Using PCA, most of the genetic variation (66%) in the accessions was
explained by first two PCs. Based on 4,191 SNPs, the first PC ex-
plained almost 52% of genetic variation, whereas PC II explained
14%. The scree plot generated through GAPIT recommended the
first three components as informative, where descent changes gradual-
ly (Fig. 3A). When we plotted the first two components against each
other, three subpopulations were identified. A total of 130 accessions
were clustered as a single large subpopulation (I) (Fig. 3B). For infer-
ring the most likely number of populations among 220 accessions in
STRUCTURE, the transformation method51 was used, and similar to
PCA, three subpopulations were identified (Fig. 3C). Forty-four per
cent of the accessions (97/220) did not show any admixture, 46%
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accessions (101/220) showed up to 20% admixture, while the
remaining 10% (22/220) were found to be highly admixed.

We examined allele sharing across the accessions by calculating
IBS coefficients among all pairs of accessions. Most of the admixture
was shared between accessions of Subpopulations II and III in IBS
sharing heatmap (Supplementary Fig. S1). Except some of the acces-
sions from Panvel, Raigarh, India, the mean IBS sharing was the
highest between the other accessions from this region (0.96), and
they were placed in a group of accessions from Haryana and IARI,
New Delhi, with little IBS sharing. The second highest IBS sharing
(0.86) subgroup was found in the Subpopulation III, having all acces-
sions from Kerala, India. The allele frequency divergence among the
three putative subpopulations was found maximum between the
Subpopulations I and III followed by II and III. The lowest differen-
tiation was between the Subpopulations I and II. Genetic diversity,
measured as the average distances (expected heterozygosity) between
individuals in the same cluster, was found low in all the clusters
(0.18).

3.3. Patterns of LD in association panel

The LD decay rate was measured as the chromosomal distance (kb) at
which the average pairwise correlation coefficient (r2) dropped to half
its maximum value.36 The binned r2 values were mapped against the
physical distance (kb) across the genome. Overall, the LD for SNPs at
20 kb distance from each other was 0.50 (r2), which decayed to its half
value (∼0.25) at around 300 kb. However, further decay in r2 was
found very slow and paralleled at 0.15 up to 2 Mb (Fig. 4). Out of
total pairwise LD events, only 14% pairs showed r2 above 0.5.
When LD was calculated population-wise, the maximum average
(r2 < 0.70) was observed for Subpopulation I, which was maintained
at r2 > 0.21 up to 2 Mb. The average LD for Subpopulation III was ob-
served comparatively low (0.44), and decayed half to its initial value at
240 kb. The average minimum LD was also found very low (0.12) for
Subpopulation III. The maximum and minimum LD for Subpopula-
tion II were 0.50 and 0.15, respectively. PLINK was also used to cal-
culate chromosome-wise LD between SNP pairs, which was found
maximum (0.40) for chromosomes 3 and 7, and minimum (r2 < 0.23)

Figure 3. Population structure of current association panel which consisted mostly of the indica accessions. (A) Scree plot from GAPIT showing the selection of PCs

for association study. (B) PCA plot of first two components. (C) Bayesian clustering of 220 rice accessions using STRUCTURE program.
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for chromosome 11. Except chromosomes 8, 10 and 11, all other
chromosomes showed LD above 0.30. On an average, 84 kb distance
was observed between SNP pairs before applying MAF < 0.02, which
increased to 95 kb after correcting for MAF. The average maximum
distance (∼125 kb) was observed for chromosomes 8 and 12 while
minimum distance (∼69 kb) was observed for chromosome 3. When
LD heatmap generated through TASSEL was studied, the regions of
high LD with significant P-values were found to be interspersed be-
tween the low LD regions throughout the genome.

3.4. Phenotypic variation among accessions for salinity

tolerance traits

Frequency distributions of traits observed under normal and salt stress
among the 220 accessions are presented in the Supplementary Figs S2a
and b, respectively. Some of the traits such as yield were the cumulative
outcome of its component traits as determined by correlation and path
analysis (Supplementary Fig. S3). The simple correlation coefficients
were found positive for yield and its component traits such as product-
ive tillers, filled grains, seed weight and spikelet fertility under normal
and stress condition. Under stress condition, yield was found negative-
ly correlated with Na+ content (−0.24) and Na+/K+ ratio (−0.22),
while it was positive with K+ content. Na+ content was found negative-
ly correlated with K+ content (−0.12). Under stress, Na+/K+ ratio was
found in positive correlation with Na+ content (0.75) while negatively
correlated with K+ content (−0.48), as expected. The spikelet fertility
was also negatively correlated with Na+ content (−0.22) and Na+/K+

ratio (−0.23) while positively correlated with K+ content (0.13) under
stress. In contrast, all the susceptibility indices were found positively
correlated with Na+ content and Na+/K+ ratio while negatively corre-
lated with K+ content. Grain weight also showed high correlation with
grain length, but its association with grain width was found low but
positive. The traits observed under normal and stress conditions were
found independent of each other except for grain length. The ratio of
filled grains/unfilled grains reduced maximally under salt stress in the
third largest subpopulation. The average Na+ content and Na+/K+

ratio were the highest in the Subpopulation II at normal condition,

but it was maintained low in the population after salt stress. The
drop in yield under salt stress was observed comparatively more in
the largest subpopulation as spikelet fertility was found minimum
(50%) in this population under stress condition. Spikelet fertility was
found to be 56 and 57% for Subpopulations I and II, respectively. Over-
all, under control condition, the spikelet fertility varied from62 to 99%,
while under salt stress, it decreased and varied from1 to 95%. The aver-
age grain length was found maximum in Subpopulation III under both
normal and salinity conditions. The canonical correlation coefficients
were found high for phenotypic traits under salt stress conditions com-
pared with normal condition. For instance, the canonical correlation in
stress category was estimated 0.81 between productive tillers and yield,
while it was only 0.29 under normal condition. The heritability calcu-
lated for each trait among accessions ranged from 0.61 to 0.89 with an
average of 0.72. The heritability for the flowering time was observed to
be low. A significant level of phenotypic variation thus was recorded
among the accessions used in the study for salinity response.

3.5. GWAS

All the 220 rice accessions in our study were phenotyped for 12 agro-
nomic traits, and two assays of Na+ and K+ accumulation were also
conducted. Using 4,191 SNPs, GAPIT produced association signals
for various traits under control as well as stress condition. The associ-
ation signals were more in number and potent under stress condition.
SNPs were considered significant only after adjusting for multiple test-
ing at 0.05 threshold level. The associated loci in this study for differ-
ent traits were interspersed on all the chromosomes. Using the CMLM
approach, we successfully identified both known associations (for ex-
ample, enrichment in a priori candidate genes and previously reported
QTLs from rice) as well as new candidate loci in the rice genome. The
results of our genome-wide association scans are summarized in Sup-
plementary Figs S4–11 where we showed the SNP trait associations
discovered in the association panel using CMLM approaches.

Under control condition, 2, 9 and 7 SNPs were significantly asso-
ciated with unfilled grains, percent spikelet fertility and plant height,
respectively (Supplementary Table S2). For unfilled grains, both of the
significant signals were located on chromosome 9 (10154727 and
10223755). All the top SNPs from this region were found in high
LD. For percent spikelet fertility, out of nine significant SNPs, four
were detected on chromosome 2, one on chromosome 5 (6251237),
two on chromosome 7 (22665019 and 22725607) and the remaining
two on chromosome 9 (10154727 and 10223755). However, associ-
ation peaks were detected only on chromosomes 2, 7 and 9 while
chromosome 5 SNP was reported significant without any associated
SNPs. Some of the results regarding unfilled grains and spikelet fertil-
ity were found identical, as both the significant SNPs from chromo-
some 9 for unfilled grains were also found significant for spikelet
fertility. A GWAS peak on chromosome 3 between the coordinates,
14123489 and 14156542 for unfilled grains, was also detected for
spikelet fertility, but in both the cases, the top SNP (P = 0.081) from
this peak was found below the FDR-adjusted P-value. For plant
height, seven SNPs on chromosome 4 covering a region of 2 Mb
(8559661–12215278) were found significant with same level of
FDR correction (0.011) and phenotypic variation (15%) explained
by each SNP in the block. The region was found as a large LD region
having high r2 with significant P-values.

Compared with control condition, the number of significant SNPs
increased for stress condition. Under stress condition, the significant
signals were detected for yield/plant, filled grains, productive tillers,
spikelet fertility, spikelet fertility SSI, Na+ content and Na+/K+ ratio.

Figure 4. Comparison of LD patterns and LD decay in the whole panel and

subgroups. The whole genome r2 values from PLINK are first sorted

considering distance, and then divided into 100 blocks of 20 kb. The r2

values in each block are averaged and plotted against the genetic distance

for different subgroups.
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Except for Na+ content and Na+/K+ ratio, most of the significant sig-
nals were common for different traits observed under stress condition.
In total, 44 SNPs were found significant for these traits except Na+/K+

ratio for which most of the signals were different. For Na+/K+ ratio,
five GWAS peaks containing 20 SNPs were recorded on chromosomes
1, 4, 6 and 7 (Supplementary Table S2). Twelve of the 20 SNPs were
located on chromosome 1, on or near the Saltol, a known and highly
investigated region for salinity tolerance in rice. Significant association
signals on chromosome 4 for Na+/K+ ratio comprised five SNPs, ori-
ginating from two GWAS peaks located on two distant regions. From
the first peak, three SNPs (4: 13497584, 13649124 and 14014367)
achieved the FDR threshold level (P < 0.039) while two (4:
34164920 and 34292214) achieved threshold level (P < 0.040) from
second peak. The locations of these GWAS peaks were tracked be-
tween the coordinates 13.4–14.0 and 34.1–34.5 Mb, respectively. An-
other GWAS peak was reported at one end of chromosome 6, and two
SNPs (6: 902913 and 1460570) from this peak were found significant
(FDR-adjusted P < 0.046). The fifth GWAS peak was observed from
chromosome 7; however, a single SNP (7:19655274) from this region
achieved FDR-adjusted threshold level (P = 0.026). When top SNPs
from this region were arranged, the origin of the peak was tracked be-
tween the coordinates, 19655274 and 25919115. Only one SNP lo-
cated on chromosome 1 (41550991) was found significant
(FDR-adjusted P = 0.002) for Na+ content under stress. None of the
SNPs showed significant peaks for K+ concentration under stress con-
dition.

Out of total 44 SNPs for various traits observed under salinity, 27
were found common for all the traits. Individually, 32, 35, 33, 37 and
37 SNPs were, respectively, associated with filled grains, productive til-
lers, yield/plant, percent spikelet fertility under stress and percent spike-
let fertility SSI (Supplementary Table S3). Excluding common ones,
only 2, 2, 1 and 3 SNPs were found uniquely associated for productive
tillers, filled grains, yield/plant under stress and percent spikelet fertility
under stress, respectively. In our study, association peaks were observed

on all the chromosomes. However, single SNP associations, one each on
chromosome 6 and 8, were observed significant. A significant SNP
(29212927) on chromosome 4 was found common for all the five
above-discussed traits, whereas another SNP (16517190) from the
same chromosome was observed only for productive tillers. An SNP
(23127237) on chromosome 11was also found significant only for pro-
ductive tillers. Two SNPs (10654854 and 41550991) on chromosome 1
and one SNP (29212927) on chromosome 4 were found common for
above-discussed traits as well as for Na+/K+ ratio under stress. The peak
significant SNPs from chromosome 10 for all these traits were distribu-
ted between the coordinates 5864939 and 14809695. All the associ-
ation signals for percent spikelet fertility and spikelet fertility stress
suceptibility index (SFSSI) were found identical.

The LD heatmap generated by TASSEL across the whole genome
showed that SNPs, which are in association with different salt indices,
were found in LD blocks of various r2 intensities. Some of the SNPs
were found in large LD blocks of high and significant r2 values.
Most of the SNPs were found in small LD blocks containing 2–10
SNPs. However, three SNPs, two from chromosome 2 (6651494
and 22253258) and one from chromosome 8 (5109310), were not
found in LD with other SNPs. The average r2 values for all the three
SNPs were found below the background level (r2 < 0.2).

3.6. Phenotypic variance explained by the significant

SNPs

For plant height under control condition, seven SNPs in a cluster on
chromosome 4 (8559661–12215278) were found significant and
each of the seven significant SNPs explained almost 15%of the pheno-
typic variation. SNPs found significant for spikelet fertility under con-
trol condition explained on an average 5%of the phenotypic variation
where both the SNPs on chromosome 7 contributed maximum 6%
variation. A graph summarizing the QTL regions associated with all
traits, as well as the percent of the phenotypic variation explained

Figure 5. Summary of percentage of variance explained by significant loci in the study. The x-axis represents the trait, and the y-axis shows the contribution (%) of

significant loci. The label on the top of average bar is the total number of significant SNPs for respective trait.
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by significant SNPs for each trait, is provided in Fig. 5. For Na+/K+

ratio under stress condition, the minimum effect locus contributed
6%while its maximum effect locus contributed 12% to the phenotyp-
ic variation with an average of 9%. Among the traits tagged under
stress condition, the maximum average phenotypic variation was ex-
plained for productive tillers (15%), followed by yield/plant (12%).
For SFSSI, 37 significant SNPs explained on an average 11% of the
phenotypic variation.

4. Discussion

Salinity is a serious constraint to rice productivity, and due to a lack of
enough improved salinity-tolerant rice varieties, most of the regions
affected by salinity are left barren. To improve rice productivity in
such areas, we need to identify a number of novel genes and alleles as-
sociated with such complex quantitative salinity tolerance traits in di-
verse rice accessions that are well adapted to changing climatic
conditions and pyramid them. Several earlier studies have led to iden-
tification of QTLs for salinity tolerance in rice using bi-parental map-
ping populations, which, due to low resolution, scan only limited
number of recombination events, and do not allow identification of
many evolutionarily valid and robust QTLs for salinity stress. An al-
ternate and complementary approach is GWAS that takes advantage
of historical recombination events, which have accumulated over
thousands of generations in historical populations and thus enable
high-resolution mapping for identification of possible target genomic
regions for complex quantitative traits in rice.36,37 The sample size of
220 rice accessions is much smaller than used in human GWAS stud-
ies, where sample sizes often exceed 10,000 individuals, but is larger
or similar to the number of accessions used in GWAS in Arabidopsis
thaliana,25,52,53 O. sativa,36 Zea mays54,55 and Medicago truncatu-
la56 in which phenotypic data could be collected in common environ-
ments on replicated genotypes. The differences in genetic balance
(homozygosity in self-pollinated species or inbreds of cross-pollinated
species against heterozygosity in humans) and the use of germplasm
resources including landraces, improved and obsolete varieties,
make GWAS work for such crop species even with a small panel size.

The 5,246 SNP array designed for Illumina Infinium assay was ef-
ficient enough to rapidly genotype SNP loci in 220 rice accessions with
high precision and success rate. The estimated SNP genotyping success
rate (∼94%) and missing genotype information (∼5%) were

comparable to that documented previously using Illumina Golden-
Gate assay in rice,57,58 Affymatrix custom array (44K)37 and with a
recently developed Illumina Infinium RiceSNP50 array.59 This sug-
gests the reliability and utility of the SNP chip array for high-
throughput SNP genotyping in rice using Infinium assay. About
67% of the SNPs in the array were annotated as ‘coding’ SNPs and
the remaining in the 5′UTRs (33%) as ‘regulatory’ SNPs. SNPs within
genic regions have greater potential to affect gene function and are
usually more informative.59 Also, the enrichment of array with plenty
of such genic SNPs is worthwhile in genome-wide studies focussed to
map genes for biotic/abiotic stress tolerance.

So far, ∼70 salt tolerance QTLs had been located in rice using bi-
parental mapping populations,60,61 but fine mapping and narrowing
down reports are limited. Only, Saltol QTL region14 has been in-
spected widely, and three genes (SKC1, SalT and pectinesterase) are
annotated and functionally characterized in this region.62,63 The
Na+/K+ ratio is an important ion balancing parameter for salt toler-
ance in rice, and our GWA mapping results identified this important
region as a dense GWAS peak covering the Saltol region, which helps
control K+ homeostasis under salinity.62 Previous studies claimed that
Saltol controls salinity only at seedling stage and suggested that toler-
ance at seedling and reproductive stages is regulated by a different set
of genes and QTLs.11 However, in our study, where all the traits were
measured at reproductive stage, the Saltol region was mapped with a
set of highly significant SNPs on chromosome 1. In our study, the re-
sults for Na+/K+ ratio were found more important than other traits as
all the significant SNPs for this trait were found in complete LD. The
results of mixed model considering Na+/K+ ratio are shown in Figs 6
and 7. The significant SNPs detected on chromosome 1 on or near the
Saltol region were novel in our study and were not reported earlier
from the three known genes of Saltol. All the 12 SNPs were scattered
between the coordinates 9.6 and 14.5 Mb, and the top one was lo-
cated at 12.8 Mb. The top hit from this region was from the coordin-
ate 1:12854366 (LOC_Os01g22900; neutral/alkaline invertase), the
other one was from the coordinate 1:12831995 (LOC_Os01g22870;
expressed protein). Two significant SNPs (1: 11608731 and
12054948) from this region were between the two Saltol specific
genes (SKC1 and pectinesterase). The region was found with the
most prominent GWAS peak in the study with very high LD (average
r2 = 0.56). Its relevance for salt tolerance in seedling stage has already
been explored, and it has been widely used for introgression into a
wide range of recipient elite cultivars. Themapping of novel functional

Figure 6. Manhattan plot (A) and corresponding quantile–quantile plots (B) of P-values analysed using CMLM approach for Na+/K+ ratio under stress.
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allelic variants detected in the genes underlying Saltol QTL in current
study at reproductive stage is a significant finding, which once vali-
dated can effectively be utilized in rice breeding programs to enhance
salt tolerance.

For Na+/K+ ratio, chromosome 4 was also found important, and
two different regions on this chromosome were mapped for the trait.
SNPs on this chromosome showing significant associations were

found in an LD block. This LD block is situated near a QTL region
for Na+ concentration and Na+/K+ ratio, found by Koyama et al.13

However, this region has not yet been fine mapped. We investigated
all the locus ID spanning this LD block with available GEO data set
(GSM159265) for salinity tolerance and found that three genes, i.e.
LOC_Os04g23550, LOC_Os04g23580 and LOC_Os04g24110,
were significantly up-regulated under salt stress with fold change

Figure 7. Chromosome view of significant associations, identified for Na+/K+ ratio under stress. The alongside colour-coded graphs are representing MAF, P-value
and r2 of significant SNPs from the respective chromosomes.
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value of 3.6, 9.26 and 3.12, respectively, in salt-tolerant rice variety
Agami. Another association peak located at the end of this chromo-
some with two top SNPs (34164920 and 34292214) explaining
equal phenotypic variation at the same significance level showed
very high LD with surrounding 13 SNPs covering a distance of
1.2 Mb. Two QTLs for salt tolerance and potassium concentration
were mapped just prior to this region, respectively, by Lin et al.20

and Cai and Morishima.64 Investigation of available GEO data set
(GSM159265) of the entire locus from this region identified four
genes, i.e. LOC_Os04g57760, 57800, 57810 and 57850 with 7.50-,
2.10-, 4.24- and 3.90-fold change in expression, respectively.

For Na+/K+ ratio, the most significant SNP (6:1460570; LOC_
Os6g03700) from an association peak located at one end of the
chromosome 6 was surrounded by two dehydration-responsive
element-binding protein (LOC_Os6g03670 and LOC_Os6g03750)
and two calcium-dependent protein kinase (CDPK) proteins. All
these proteins, including the significant one of our study, are located
between the coordinates, 1435857 and 1478931, covering only 43 kb
region. Out of these proteins, OsDREB1C (LOC_Os6g03670) is
known and characterized for salinity stress tolerance in Arabidopsis65

and in rice.66 This region also carried the QTL for Na+ ion concentra-
tion proposed by Koyama et al.13

A single SNP (19655274) identified on chromosome 7 in this panel
is in the gene, LOC_Os07g32880 (ATP synthase gamma chain, puta-
tive, expressed). When top SNPs from this region of Manhattan plot
(<0.01 simple P-value) were ordered, the region was tracked between
the coordinates, 18204319 and 21821714. This region was not
mapped with earlier known QTLs for salinity-related parameters
such as Na+ content or for Na+/K+ ratio; however, a cluster of QTLs
for yield-related components under salt stress was identified in this re-
gion by Mohammadi et al.67

For sodium content, the only significant SNP (FDR-adjusted
P = 0.002) was reported from chromosome 1: 41550991 (LOC_
Os01g71240) in the gene calcium-transporting ATPase, plasma mem-
brane type. Though the role of such plant Ca2+ATPases in salinity
stress68,69 is known, its significant association with Na+ content ob-
served in the study needs enrichment of the region with SNPs and fur-
ther LD mapping studies.

When the traits such as yield/plant, productive tillers, filled grains,
percent spikelet fertility and SFSSI observed under stress were em-
ployed for association mapping, typically same set of SNPs hit all
these parameters with little difference in P-value. A very high canon-
ical correlationwas observed among all these traits under stress, which
probably led to co-localization of GWAS peaks containing the same
set of SNPs. Association signals were not detected as dense GWAS
peaks for these traits. All these traits are very critical for reproductive
stage and showed greater variability with very high range correlations
under stress. Susceptibility indices were computed for yield and its re-
lated traits, of which we found associations only for SFSSI and not for
yield. Similarly, Pandit et al.17 detected QTL (qSSISFH8.1) on
chromosome 8 only for SFSSI and not for seed weight SSI and yield
SSI. One of our significant SNPs (chr8: 5109310) for SFSSI overlapped
the QTL, qSSISFH8.1, which harboured another QTL (qNaSH8.1)
for straw sodium content under high salinity. This SNP also over-
lapped with a region for high salt concentration discovered by Islam
et al.70 An SNP (chr5: 766912), significant for all the traits under
stress, was found in the region of a QTL (qNar/Kr5) for Na+/K+

ratio in root discovered by Ahamdi and Fotokian.18 Two significant
SNPs (7:2453894 and 7:22268862) were detected near qSNC7 and
qSDS7 discovered by Lin et al.15 Another QTL (qRNC9) for root
Na+ concentration was overlapped by two SNPs on chromosome 9

(16503353 and 17002144). An SNP on chromosome 9 (6030743)
showed significant signal within the range of qSNC9/qSKC9 QTL
for shoot Na+ and K+ concentration discovered by Wang et al.71 All
the SNPs that showed significant association on chromosome 10
(5864939–14809695) were found between the markers aligned with
a QTL discovered by Islam et al.70 for high salt tolerance. At repro-
ductive stage, finding a number of regions underlying salinity stress
in current panel of rice indicates complexity of genetic architecture
of this trait, which cannot be unravelled by a single GWAS study or
analysis method. To provide concrete evidence that they do affect
the trait, the significantly associated genomic regions in the study
can further be explored to find causal variants.

Apart from SNPs that had association with known QTLs for sal-
inity tolerance, there were also a few SNPs, which hit specific genes
that were known or functionally characterized for salt stress. A signifi-
cant SNP on chromosome 1 (40514883) for filled grain under stress
was found near two functionally characterized genes namely
OsNAC6/SNAC2 for drought, salt and cold tolerance in rice during
seedling development.72,73 Another SNP on chromosome 1
(7304902) showed significant signals near a salt stress related root
protein (RS1/LOC_Os01g13210), functionally annotated for its role
in salt resistance, and located 50 kb away from the tagged SNP.74

The tagged SNP and the subsequent region through RS1 gene were
found in high LD range in our study. An SNP on chromosome 9
(16503353) that showed significant association for productive tillers
under stress was found 100 kb apart from a known gene, Osdg1 (de-
layed seed germination) for salinity tolerance. Other SNPs, whichwere
identified as significant, might have their direct role in salt tolerance, or
alternatively, it may be that these SNPs are in LD with genes that are
yet to be identified and arrayed on the chip used. The region across the
tagged locus is critical to the size of the target region, but it is still un-
clear which r2 threshold should be set in defining LD structure, as the
causal SNP potentially could be in LDwith the associated SNP at an r2

of 0.2 or even less.75 Finding association in or near such candidate
genes although highlights the importance of the candidate gene-based
chip, such single-variant trait associations need enrichment of these
genomic regions either with more SNPs or complete re-sequencing
to avoid spurious associations. The use of lower density chip might
be a factor in restricting amplification of these GWAS peaks. The in-
volvement of larger panel coupled with higher density of SNPs would
not only improve the stringency of GWAS peaks identified but also de-
tect new QTLs of minor effects, which have been completely skipped
in this study.

The current SNP array also generated association signals for pheno-
typic traits plant height, unfilled grains and spikelet fertility under normal
growth conditions. Dozens of genes andQTLs regulating plant height in
rice have been identified previously. Mixed model approach in our study
detected strong signals of a cluster of seven significant SNPs within the
range of Fh4-1, on chromosome 4, a known QTL for plant height.
For spikelet fertility, five SNPs were found significant; however, the
phenotypic variance explained by them was found below 7%. Signals
for spikelet fertility were found very strong on chromosomes 2, 7 and
9. Significant SNPs on chromosome 2 overlapped with a known QTL
(qSS2) for spikelet sterility under control that was identified by Li
et al.76 However, these SNPs were not detected from peak region of
qSS2 QTL, rather overlapped with end of the QTL region. Top SNPs
on chromosome 7 were also found close to a known QTL for spikelet
fertility under natural environment, earlier identified by He and Xu.77

However, significant SNPs detected on chromosome 9 did not overlap
with any earlier known QTL for spikelet fertility and also found signifi-
cant for unfilled grains. All the GWAS peaks for spikelet fertility from the
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novel regions in current set of association panel can be good candidates
for further mapping and functional characterization.

In genome-wide association studies, SNP-trait association depends
on the phenotypic variance in the population explained by the SNP.
Recent GWAS in plants have explained a much greater proportion
of the phenotypic variation, and the assumption that common genetic
variation explains common phenotypic variation holds.78 In the cur-
rent set of data, the phenotypic variance explained individually by
SNPs for different traits with or without salinity stress was in complete
concordance with earlier studies on plants such as rice37 and spring
wheat.79 Its wider range (5–20%) for most of the traits under stress
as well as without stress at reproductive stage entails genome-wide sig-
nificance and high statistical power of current panel of 220 rice acces-
sions.44 Previous GWA studies on Arabidopsis confirmed that for
some of the traits, meaningful results can be obtained even with
<100 accessions.25 In our study, for most of the traits, the variation
was captured by a single SNP or with a few SNPs from a particular
genomic region due to medium density SNP array, unlike the 44K
array37 and∼3.6million SNPs used earlier27 where there is strong pos-
sibility of dense GWAS peaks due to a very high LD between adjacent
genotyped SNPs. However, an earlier study conducted to evaluate the
extent of LD within different subgroups of rice suggested that a
modest number of SNPs across the genome may be sufficient for
undertaking genome-wide LD mapping studies in rice.80

5. Conclusion

Genotyping of 220 indica rice genotypes using a custom-designed 6K
genic SNP array successfully detected SNPs associated with a number
of phenotypic traits at reproductive stage under salinity stress. The
indica diversity panel selected in the study to unveil the genomic re-
gions relevant for salinity tolerance was found diverse to the extent
that SNP-trait associations were stronger under salinity compared
with control treatment. The novel functional allelic variants within
the genes underlying Saltol, a major QTL, known to control salinity
tolerance at seedling stage are also identified. This finding helps us
to delineate alleles in the genes harbouring one of the most important
Saltol QTLs at the reproductive stage as against the earlier views that
different gene networks are responsible for conferring salinity toler-
ance at seedling and reproductive stages. Identification of Saltol and
other stress-related genomic regions in the study indicates precise
evaluation of the phenotypic traits under salinity stress as well as the
potential of the SNP array in detecting associations. Besides Saltol, we
found some other GWAS peaks with small to moderate effects, which
suggest that salinity is a complex trait and controlled by many genetic
loci. The novel SNPs identified here are attractive candidates for func-
tional characterization studies that could further enrich our under-
standing on genetic architecture of salinity stress tolerance in rice.
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